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”The stick of the blind man” – in search of the methods of enlivening.  

 

Ever since the beginning of opera, it has been discussed whether the word comes before 

the music or vice versa. "Prima la musica e poi le parole ...?" During the collaboration with 

different composers where I have written the librettoes of many new operas, I have come to 

the conclusion that, put in that way, the question misses the point. Because opera and music 

drama involves music and drama, as well as singing actors and instrumentalists in a given 

space - the starting point for this interdisciplinary art form must for me always be the three-

dimensional drama. 

 

The focus of my interest is to investigate how this drama can be created by text and 

music together so that it embodies a spatiality and creates the conditions for a kind of acting 

that is primarily expressed through the voice, but in our case also involves the 

instrumentalists. This implies a spatial, plastic dimension which librettist and composer strive 

to embody in the text and tone material long before it has begun to take shape "on the floor". 

But I'm here talking about the drama in a broad sense. Therefore, I do not take any definite 

position in the discussion as to whether we should stick to the principles of Aristotelian drama 

or reject them as too representative and move towards the different expressions, where the 

single common denominator sometimes appears to be that they are based on something other 

than text and therefore categorized as "post-dramatical" (See Hans-Thies Lehmann et al.) My 

aim is rather to relate to the dramatic content and how this can be enlivened in the creative 

process. The purpose of this enlivening is, using the words of the philosopher Martin Buber 

whose thoughts have informed the project in several ways, to ultimately create an I-You 

relationship between the work and the spectator rather than a I-It relationship.1 

 

An important prerequisite for getting close to the above in such a complicated hybrid art 

form as opera is that an ”alloy” is created between word and tone. In my view, it is this alloy 

or central connection that ultimately creates the text which in the composed work actually 

consists of the vocal score. The term libretto is often mixed up with the printed words, i.e. the 

lines to be uttered as song or speech and the stage instructions. However, the libretto contains 

																																																								
1	Buber	M.	”I	and	thou”.	As	these	thoughts	were	extensivley	discussed	in	my	30	%	
seminar	I	won’t	dwell	on	them	here.	
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much more than the lines or the stage instructions (the latter are most often deleted by the 

director anyway). It contains the plastic drama with all its textual but also non-textual 

parameters such as body, thought and spatiality that the music needs to take care of and 

enliven. But not necessarily in a representative manner. In my vocabulary, these parameters 

are summarized by the term dramatic keys. These include linguistic components such as 

physical poetry and musical gesture, rhythmicity, affects, structure and dramaturgy, 

associatiative domains and mythical resonance. As well as a many other things that I and my 

closest partner in the project, the composer Catharina Backman(from now on called CB) have 

hade to invent a vocabulary for, throughout our working process. 

 

On enlivening and transformation 

"If you say tree, you do not have to show a tree,"says the composer and director Heiner 

Goebbels in his book "The aesthetics of absence" when he talks about the desynchronization 

of the hearing and the seeing which he works with and where it is up to the spectators to 

create their own associations based on the scenic and auditory elements that are produced. 

But, to say tree, at least if we talk about dramatic or music dramatic narrative, does not suffice 

to enliven it. 

The question then becomes what this enlivening consists of and how, as a dramatist and 

librettist, I can find methods to approach it in my cooperation mainly with the composer, but 

also with the singers and instrumentalists. Methods that necessitate a necessary transgression 

of the traditional professional roles and which require a renegotiation of what belongs to each 

one's artistic expertise and where the boundaries need to be allowed to change. 

The question arises again unexpectedly at the Thyssen Museum in Madrid when I look 

at Picasso's painting "Man with Clarinet", which is considered an early cubist work. The 

painting does not represent the man with the clarinet, yet I see him or rather experience him in 

all his sensuality. The beat, the body, the movement.  Even the mood of the music he plays. 

The content - the man and the clarinet- is there, but transformed into something else, 

something I'm expected to actively relate to through my own associations. In a similar way, 

I’m suggesting that the transformation of the dramatic keys in a music dramatic work could 

be done in much more varied and diverse ways than is often the case. By providing space for, 

and actively claiming the audience's participation, the music drama could be created in a 

dialogue or interaction with the spectator's own associations and experiences. But in order for 

me to understand more about how one can make that happen, I need to study the phenomenon 
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of transformation more closely and see how it becomes visible in the music dramatic 

collaboration.  

An early ambition was to look for ways in which we could work more from ”the inside -

out" in the creation of a new music drama that was assigned the work title "Borderland". The 

question was how we could promote and maintain a link with the emerging content of the 

drama and with the dramatic situation that a woman who has fled over the ocean from a 

situation she can not endure, is found alive by a guard whose job it is to take care of the dead 

bodies floating ashore. And to the basic conflict that the woman wants the man to help her, 

while he constantly tries to defend himself against her claims. An ambition maintained 

throughout the five workshops was whether we could keep an open and "sketching" attitude 

in relation the material, even when the written and composed material increased. 

 

Five workshops 
In summary, workshop1 mainly focused on using "texts as scores". That is, to search for 

one’s own voice and one’s own musical means to express and "play" these texts. In 

workshop2, we spent a lot of time exploring the possibility of using an "emotional 

thoroughbass", i.e. a simple instrumental part that accompanied a vocal part in combination 

with musical instructions as a platform to improvise from. Furthermore, we tried out parts of 

the drama ”in the room": A method we developed in order to see how the positions and 

relationships change spatially, within the music drama itself. Workshop3 focused a lot on 

vocal action, the enlivening of memories through voice / sound, the ability to integrate written 

”poetic pictures” into the score, as well as exploring transformation of content into voice and 

"sound" through improvisations around so-called "Chorus boxes". The work with the latter 

was also part of a dramaturgical question regarding identification and distance which we then 

developed further in workshop 4. Here we wanted to see if it was possible to convey the 

music dramatic peak where Aila succumbs to the impulse to give up and go back into the 

water by going "seamlessly" between the singers being part of the narrative chorus and 

"getting into play". One of the key issues here was whether we could build up a need, music 

dramatically, so that the singers themselves would find the moment in the situation where 

they feel a need to break in and become the character, both through the voice and by 

physically embodying him or her "in the room". 

The conclusion I can draw after the discussions CB and I have had when we have 

looked at the documentation from our four workshops, as well as from my analysis of these 

discussions, is the importance of "the unfinished." It is more valuable for us to explore pieces 
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of a music dramatic material when we want to get more insight into how content and music 

may be connected. It is around the transformation process we need to collaborate as librettist 

and composer and receive input from the singers and musicians. Thus, it is not a question of 

writing the text together or composing the music collectively. But when there is a finished 

notation, the central connections between text and music have already been determined and 

the task for the singers and musicians becomes one of performing the composer’s thoughts. 

And that task needs to be preceded by a more regular study process. The risk of working like 

that, however, is that the dramatic content which is to be expressed will become subordinated 

to the musical notes and signs -as the composer has written them down, losing contact with 

that which preceded them. But in order to keep the connection with the content alive and 

present, we need concrete methods. Or as our clarinetist Ola expressed the matter. "In this 

work, everything is ”expression” - not ordinary clarinet tones." One of the issues we wanted 

to investigate further in workshop 5 was therefore whether we could combine musical 

instructions and a shared intentionality, where all the participants must continue to take 

responsibility for the content of the drama, with a partially composed material in which the 

composer has transformed the musical material and given it an independent form. The result 

of that will be presented in Composition SketchI of "Aila goes into the water" where we have 

combined musical instructions that relate to the 3 different parts of the text with a composed 

duet. One of the questions CB has posed is whether one could write a full score in a similar 

way and what that might look like. 

 

Reflections and implications 

What are all these explorations good for? And what conclusions and thoughts become 

central for further investigation? What CB and I have repeatedly concluded in different ways 

after our workshops is that we can not skip what we have come to call ”the basic 

exploration”. Namely; an improvisational but pointed musical exploration of the dramatic 

material. This basic exploration is based largely on a musical interpretation of the underlying 

dramatic movement in a written text or scene. We have come to call this movement the third 

image. This is something we find together in my textual material and which CB then 

transforms into musical instructions based on the participants' own musical expressions. In 

order to further investigate the transformation process, we have seen that it is important that 

the material in a certain sense remains open, rather than becoming prematurely locked into a 

fixed score. 
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The third image 
The third image in any text or scene I write is what I and CB increasingly have started 

to look for in the joint preparation for each workshop. The aim of this work is to find the 

dramatic essence of the text material and its movement in time.  

What then is this third image? And why has it become so important in the collaboration 

between me and the composer? It seems that it is an intermediary in the transformation from 

dramatic content to music. A content converted to a linguistic image that contains a 

movement or course in itself which is possible to explore musically. Following are a few 

examples which we have used in our workshops: 

Blow up the balloon and let the air sip out of the balloon. Aron grabs Aila's hair that 

has stuck on to the seabed and pulls her up onto the shore. Aron chases away the robbers 

with words that chop, stick and threaten. The stars read the end over Aila. 

 

The linguist and philosopher George Lakoff says in the book "Philosophy in the 

flesh" that metaphors contain images from bodily experiences that are founded already 

in childhood based on our perceptions. This is connected to a poetic language which I would 

like to call "physical poetry". A kind of poetry that consists of metaphors that can be 

pronounced in linguistic form but which I have found contain a physical concretion and 

direction that is essential for music dramatic language. (Buchner's play Woyzeck is full of 

these. For example, "He's running through the world like a razor blade. One could cut oneself 

on him.") The essential point is that this kind of physical poetry which contains a movement 

in time also can be transformed into music and materialized through vocal or instrumental 

action (but certainly also through other materialities that contain a time aspect such as dance 

or film). This might be due to the fact that in this kind of metaphors and thoughts, a 

concentrated encounter takes place between dimensions such as rhythm, gesture, sensual 

experiences, affects and an idea turned into an image. And that allows them to be transformed 

and adopt both a linguistic and a musical form. I was touching upon this in connection with 

my 30% seminar and my analysis of how the breathtaking "physical" metaphors of Buchner's 

play Woyzeck are turned into music in Alban Berg's opera Wozzeck. 

The third image in a similar way contains a concrete, sensuous dimension, liberated 

from the abstraction of the overall idea in the work. An image that moves and has a 

beginning, middle and end, which the participating singers and musicians can "be inside of" 
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and explore with their musical means. Through that, they can create a common "body" that 

moves in time-a concrete, musical process. 

 

"The stick of the blind man" and the phenomenological approach 

How we experience the drama and its different sensuous aspects, through the music and 

the vocal acting is a central issue for me as librettist. Through encountering and working with 

CB and her interest in giving the instrumentalists an expanded role in her work with music 

drama, instrumental acting has also become an important focus in our investigation. A 

common endeavor for both of us is that the viewer should be able to create his or her own 

images and associations to the drama, primarily through the text and the music. But for this to 

happen, the singers and instrumentalists need to take responsibility for the drama they are part 

of by means of a shared intentionality. An important part in this is to let the artists explore the 

music dramatic sketch material and make the content – i.e. the thoughts, the intentions and the 

musical instructions – into their own by letting it be influenced by their own musical 

expressions in a process similar to the one which the phenomenologist Merleau- Ponty talks 

about in his reasoning around "the blind man’s stick". 

 

Why is a phenomenological approach of value in this investigation? 
At the center of phenomenological thinking lies the human experience and the question 

of how the world and the things in it present themselves to us through our experiences. A 

central concept is intentionality and the idea that every conscious act is aimed at some kind of 

object. At something one consciously refers to and relates to. And this something has its own 

existence beyond all possible projection sites. Consciousness is by nature consciousness of 

something. 

The conscious act is according to Merleau-Ponty a predicative activity. But at the basis 

of that lies a pre-predictive activity which is perceptual and silent. An activity based on the 

experience of others, the outside world and one’s own body. In our case, where we work with 

a music drama in progress, this pre-predictive activity becomes to musically and physically 

experience the content of the drama and what it consists of.  In the established work with 

music drama, one usually tries to achieve the enlivening of a material by going from the 

predicative, that is to say, the idea of something-whether it's a synopsis, a complete libretto, 

score or a director’s concept to the pre-predicative-to experience it with the body, perception 

and emotion, that is, a kind of backward work in a phenomenological sense. In the work with 

"Borderland", on the contrary, it is as if I and CB are trying to find methods to collaborate 
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more closely in the pre-predicative phases. At various stages, also bringing along the singers 

and instrumentalists. But in order to do this and create methods that can be worked on 

practically and musically, we have had to invent different tools such as the terrain map, text 

as score, text and music sketches, the "emotional thorough base", the " transformation guide" 

musical platforms that we can explore through improvisation.”trying out material in the 

room”, shared intentionality, the third image. All these methods can be seen as different ways 

to create a common intentionality. In these phases, we do not really differentiate between text 

and music. Instead, all textual and musical expressions become different transformations of 

the shared drama about Aila and Aaron, which is to be embodied. A body that will ultimately 

consist of both linguistic and musical signs. The transformation into these sign systems will 

probably require a further step, where the final linguistic form is my responsibility, the 

musical, that of the composer. A central part of the method is therefore the continuous 

dialogue between CB and me where we reflect on our shared intentionality with regard to the 

music drama and on what aspects of it we are transforming into text, music, vocal and 

instrumental acting. Important to point out is that also this intentionality is transformed under 

way, in relation to the basic content we have decided to explore and work with. By working 

on transformation in this open way, we are transformed ourselves. 

 

An obvious question becomes how two creators who have to work so closely can 

maintain the transparency of their work all the way. Is it even desirable? How to switch 

between the pre-predictive and the predicative without getting caught in one or the other? It 

requires a non-hierarchical way of working, where one still manages to keep up the respect 

for and, at various points in the process, give room to each other's artistic specificity. 

 In the long run, the question arises whether one can create a score that requires the use 

of methods of enlivening that goes beyond an interpretation of the "work" and the exact 

notation, but still does not relativize it so that all the original intentions embedded in it, are 

lost. And even if one would resolve this problem in the score by combining parts that are 

written and composed with improvisational parts - how does one prevent the latter from 

becoming the instrumentalists' own "compositions", so that a shared intentionality will enable 

the music drama to ignite and be enlivened in the present again and again?  

 

But how then is it possible to experience a musical dramatic content which develops 

during the course of the work, through one’s own musical means? Merleau-Ponty talks about 

a central, basic function that lies under both the intelligence and perception, "making the 
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objects exist for us in secret, before it lets us see or feel them." This function he calls "the 

intentional arch." Here I find connections to the notion of ”the third image” and its movement. 

It is also connected to what I'm looking for when "trying out the drama in the room". The 

method means that the singers and instrumentalists try out different directions, relationships 

and relocations to get a spatial feeling of a certain scene or passage and how it moves. 

Through that method, we also get a picture of where our sketches might not be clear in their 

intentional arches. It is a way to work practically and physically in the room with the intrinsic 

intentionality and spatiality within the music drama itself and has very little to do with staging 

or directing. 

Still the question remains how this kind of exploration can anchor the dramatic content 

in the participants. What kind of knowledge is attained through these sketches except that it 

provides input to the work of the librettist and composer? 

As mentioned earlier, Merleau-Ponty speaks of the stick as the way of the blind person 

to gain knowledge of his/her surroundings. One could claim that this is the method whereby 

he/she makes the world into their own. In a similar way, all artists, regardless of where they 

start out in a working process, need to make the material they are working with into their 

own. Unlike an actor who works through thought, body and speech, a singer works mainly 

through his/her voice. An instrumentalist through his/her instrument. And to achieve this, you 

need years of training. The voice of the singer and the instrument of the instrumentalist, 

become like the stick of the blind person - the tools by which they explore, in this case the 

dramatic content, and make it their own. Thus, in the work with ”Borderland”, it is first and 

foremost through the artistic means and the exploratory ways by which we use them, that we 

and our participants come into contact with the dramatic core of the scenes we are working 

on. Not through more information or direct experience of the content / subject. This has been 

an important insight at moments when we have doubted whether we, a group of privileged 

Scandinavians with a relatively safe background, can understand and make music drama 

based on a content dealing with flight and borders. Although we have discussed many issues 

during our workshops, these conversations have largely dealt with how the larger theme and 

texts I’ve written, including two short stories about the fictive background of the two 

protagonists Aila and Aron, have caused associations to what borders, loss, help seeking, 

pain, empathy and fear of being invaded, can mean within the frame of our own experiences. 

But it is only in combination with the exploration of the actual dramatic content through 

artistic means, that these associative discussions have had a concrete impact for the grounding 

of the text and the music in the participants and ourselves. 
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Vocal (and instrumental) acting. 
What then is the main purpose of these methods for me as a librettist and what do I want 

to achieve by understanding more about the transformation process from dramatic content to 

music? The title of my PhD project is "The poetics of enlivening. In search of the opera 

drama ”Borderland” and the transformation of the drama through text, vocal and instrumental 

acting. " So what does vocal acting mean? And if that's what I'm looking for – what is needed  

of a text that is to be acted vocally? 

According to the reasoning of Merleau-Ponty, words, besides being conceptual 

statements, also have an existential meaning not only expressed through them but as a 

property which "inhabits them and can not be separated from them." The words are not 

"about" anything. They ”are” something in themselves. They are gestures which like other 

gestures enable communication. This is well known to both actors and dramatists who work 

with words and lines as something that is triggered by physical actions, or even relate to 

words as actions in themselves. When music is played, the tones are no longer signs, but an 

ongoing present. In the same way I strive to make the words that I write establish a here and 

now, rather than retell a situation that has already happened. What I thus want to accomplish 

with the "transformation operation" is that the words and the voices that sing them, together 

become the body of the music drama and its Now. When this happens, what I call "vocal 

acting" can occur. An example from "Borderland" illustrating how we deepened our 

understanding of this, is the work with an aria where Aron remembers how he met and 

defended Aila's brother, Nir. After we had examined the first text- and composition sketch in 

Workshop2, we understood that the situation we really wanted to dramatize was how Aron, in 

front of Aila, should be struck by the memory of her brother, Nir. It was this moment in time - 

how he is struck by the memory -that needed to be transformed into text and music. As long 

as this had been unclear to both me and CB, text and music had moved in several different 

directions, in an incomplete transformation. In preparation for Workshop3 we therefore 

decided to create a new sketch of the aria both in terms of text and music, using more 

"physical poetry" in the text and focusing more on vocal acting in the composition so that the 

singing would make the situation where Aila’s brother is attacked by three robbers, occur here 

and now, rather than that Aron should retell the memory of what happened in the past. This is 

also connected to a discussion between CB and me, where I realized that the most important 

thing in this part was not that the text should "be understood" on a semantic plane, but rather 
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be felt as a kind of emotional gesticulation. Or, using a phrase from Merleau-Ponty: "The 

expression operation realizes the meaning-not just reproduces it". 

The thought of the connection between physical poetry and music unexpectedly gets 

support from Merlau Ponty when he talks about the emotional meaning of the word as its 

"geistmening". Something he believes has an important role in poetry. "You can see that the 

words, vowels and phonemes are different ways to sing the praise of the world and that they 

represent the objects, not because of an objective similarity, but because they extract and 

express their emotional essence. " One might argue that the music in the transformation from 

content and text to vocal acting, takes care of this emotional essence in a song of praise that 

can become musicalized speech or song or variants of both. And on the basis of this 

reasoning, claim that all text in a music dramatic work functions like emotional gestulation 

born out of a dramatic situation, rather than being semantically meaningful. An example of 

how we have embodied these thoughts in our practical investigation was when we in 

Workshop3 asked our baritone to improvisationally investigate how it could sound when 

Aron’s rage during the attack of Nir causes him to lose all his words and the voice transforms 

from singing into primitive, raw sounds in a kind of emotional gesticulation. 

A consequence of the idea of vocal acting as the core of music drama is that I can not 

make a difference between content and voice in the way Mladen Dolar does in his main work 

"A voice and nothing more". He does say that what distinguishes the voice from an acoustic 

phenomenon, is its connection to meaning or content. The will to say something is linked to 

intentionality. But, he says, in speech the voice is "the vehicle" - the intermediary, while the 

meaning is the goal. Therefore, he distinguishes the linguistic content of the sung line from 

those aspects of the voice that are not bearers of meaning. Here, for example, he speaks about 

what a singing voice does. And that a voice can be threatening, seductive, commanding. 

However, all these aspects of the uttered word are, from a dramatist's viewpoint - actions - 

and thus aspects of dramatic situations and examples of vocal acting. They are aspects of 

voice that are related to the physical actions of the actor. These are born from and motivate 

the lines and the tone and are largely part of how we interpret the meaning and content of 

what we see and hear on stage. The word born out of a dramatic situation, whether spoken or 

sung, is a word that contains body, voice, affect and some kind of will because it is uttered by 

a human being and comes from a body in a specific situation in time and space. 

How it sounds, with which dynamic it is pronounced or sung, whether it is long or short, 

soft or hard, - that is to say all the aspects that Dolar regards as purely vocal or musical- will 

contribute to how we read the situation of this body and thus to the dramatic content of the 
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word. Merleau-Ponty says that speech has a gesture or an existential significance. And one 

could probably argue that this is what separates it from the written word. Therefore, I question 

if there actually is a difference between speech and song, from an existential point of view. In 

our workshops our singers have explored the material using the voice's entire register. From 

whispers to speech, to sung speech to full opera voice. Since the ongoing question for me and 

CB circles around what is to be expressed and how, the dilemma if one can go from one way 

of using the voice to another, has ceased to be a question. 

 

Dramaturgical questions in the work with "Borderland". 

In connection with a performance of "Written on Skin" at the Stockholm Opera, composer 

George Benjamin said that he and the librettist Martin Crimp, during their joint work, had 

discussed the contradiction between the artificial and the dramatically true in opera. The blend 

of artificiality and claim to identification with the protagonists that occurs when the drama is 

sung and embodied in music. This contradiction fascinates me, both as one of the great 

problems of the genre and its possibility for development in the future. What would happen if 

we were to openly declare its extreme artificiality, yet take the affects which the operatic 

voice and the music are capable of, seriously? 

Already in workshop1, I and CB started to see several dramatic possibilities that relate to that 

issue. As all the participants from the beginning worked in an exploratory way with their 

voices and with sound objects, regardless of whether they were schooled singers or 

instrumentalists, the conditions for a collective music dramatic ”story telling” began to arise. 

By openly showing how our two singers embody the roles of Aila and Aron in order to 

dramatize the content we are to enliven, we are able to go seamlessly between parts where 

they are the singers they are, and parts where the strong affects lead them to identify 

themselves with their characters. But also the instrumentalists that are part of the "Chorus" 

may at definite moments impersonate "aspects" of a character that is strongly present in the 

drama, but absent from the stage. In this way, we create different levels of fiction, which 

allows for multiple layers in the story. This agreement also helps us to vary the different 

functions of the chorus. Sometimes they can be a kind of "window to the world" and let in the 

sound of the outside world in what we have called "Chorus Boxes". On other occasions, the 

chorus becomes the narrator. Sometimes they create sound environments and ”spaces of 

affect” or enliven characters that figure in the drama. In relation to the question of artificiality 

versus dramatic truth, the alternating between different fictional levels becomes a recurring 
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reminder that the drama is an "as if", a fiction that we never claim to be "real" but just like 

children when they play, engage in with the utmost seriousness. 

 

The idea of allowing the instrumentalists to create associations to figures that are 

important to the drama but not present as true characters, arrived at an early stage of the work. 

Here, CB's thoughts on "instrumental acting" were crucial. In this way, the cellist (Johannes) 

was associated with Aila's brother, Nir. Both through his music as well as his presence on 

stage. The accordeonist (Anita) on her part already in Workshop1 became associated with 

Aila's mother who drowned during the flight over the sea. This "instrumental acting" has 

since evolved, for example in the part "Aron's memory", where the percussionist (Lars), the 

violinist (Hedda) and the clarinetist (Ola) become the robbers who attack Nir or when the 

drowning mother unexpectedly became embodied through other musical expressions, for 

example in the form of attenuated cries from the barytone (Olle), when he was part of the 

chorus. 

The possibility to work in the above mentioned way has been dependent upon the 

creation of a shared intentionality in the whole group regarding ”the absent”, in accordance 

with the phenomenological idea that all experience is based on a mixture of presence and 

absence. An example that illustrates this idea is how we experience a cube. Even though we 

only see one side of the cube, our perception also includes the absent hidden sides. According 

to this analogy, associations can be made to aspects of the drama that are central to the action 

solely through the text and the music, even though they are not "displayed" or represented on 

stage. In other words, everything in the action does not need to be visualized in order to be 

embodied and enlivened. Like in the "Man with Clarinet" painting, where we neither see the 

man or the clarinet in Picasso's brush strokes but rather a combination of geometric shapes 

and abstract elements, that which is deconstructed in our work is not the drama or content as 

such, but rather the choice of expressions into which we choose to transform it. The purpose 

of this is to find a more convincing way to enliven the very essence of the music drama and 

thus bring about more associations and meanings in relation to the content. 

 

When Heiner Goebbels talks about the theater of absence that has become the essence 

of his aesthetics, I find connections to what I am looking for, but also crucial differences. He 

claims he does not want to relate to any reality outside the theatre itself. All there is, is that 

which can be heard and seen on stage. And it is up to every spectator to create their 

associations between the different elements. His theatre, therefore, is not necessarily about an 
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encounter between what takes place on stage and the spectator / audience but about something 

he calls a confrontation with the unexpected and the unforeseen. The other. 

Nevertheless, there are aspects of his thinking that are of great relevance to the work we 

do. As one of the hallmarks of his theater of absence, he talks about how the actor ceases to 

be the main focus of the scene. Instead that focus is spread out on all media involved. In our 

work with "Borderland", vocal and instrumental acting is in focus. What we hear. And what 

we see through what we hear. The question of how a visual staging would relate to this is an 

open question and could be the next step in the research. 

Another similarity is what he calls "a division of presence among all the elements 

involved." In our work, the dramatic narration and the intentionality are everyone's 

responsibility. No expression can be just words, tones or sounds. Furthermore, Goebbels talks 

about a "desynchronization of hearing and seeing, a separation between the visual and 

acoustic stage." Our way of creating images through what is heard is related to this. A form of 

synesthesia arises where images and other sensations are created through voice, text, music 

and sound. The overall striving of our work is therefore to appeal to the spectator's / listener's 

own associations in a kind of "Man with Clarinet" dramatugy where the images created 

through the staging would need to add something completely different. 

However, there are also aspects where my way of thinking differs radically from his. 

Goebbels talks about "the abandonment of dramatic expressivity ... The absence of a story." 

When I think of "absence”, I think of something we relate to through our intentionality 

as we do when we look at Picasso's painting. He could have chosen to call it "Without Title", 

leaving the projection surface blank. But Picasso chooses to trigger our associations in 

relation to a specific content; a man with a clarinet. Martin Buber says, "It is the eternal origin 

of art, that living form appears before a human being and wants to be enlivened through her ". 

The paradox, however, is that the created work, once created, becomes "a thing among things, 

possible to describe as a sum of properties. But again and again it may reach out to the viewer 

as living reality. " 

In accordance with Buber's thoughts, I think that just like a living I-You encounter can 

flare up between a painting and the onlooker, this kind of encounter can take place between 

the content and its mediator or the music drama and the spectator. 

What I strive for then is perhaps not an "opera of absence" but a combination of 

presence and absence that leaves more space for the spectator / listener to interact with what is 

heard and seen, through one’s own pictures, fantasies and experiences. And in that way, both 
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make the music drama and oneself, more alive in this "I-You encounter", where none of us 

can be without the other. 

	
 


